" But it might be a serious matter for
" I'll tell you what would be a good thing ; you say that you are my new boss ; that I had asked you to pick up my trunk, as you happened to be in the neighbourhood, and that you wanted to inquire about me at the same time. You look just like an employer. You do, really. You look thoroughly respectable. It wouldn't enter their heads that you were anything else. Besides, you know, business people, so long as they get their money - well, they don't worry very much about you.9*
" Yes, but there might be enquiries afterwards. . . ."
" And what if there were ? They would say that a real gentleman, with a fine beard, came to tell them that he had given me a job. What's the matter with that for an alibi?"
c< Hold on ! - it's not as easy as all that. If they really want to find you, they'll get on the track of the gentleman with the fine beard."
ee And suppose they do ? Why should they think of you, no matter how exact a description they have of you, eh ? A bookbinder working in his own shop ? An old crony of their own ? "
" I don't say they would think of me. There again, you can see for yourself how useful I can be to you. In this case, just you try to get anybody else to go in my place 1 . „ . But the hotel-keeper might ask me for your address, on the ground that he wanted to forward your letters."
" I never get any."
" That may be; but they might ask for it just out of curiosity; and I don't want to look like trying to hide it from them."
** Give a false address."
** Yes, and then, if there ever are enquiries, my visit to the hotel ceases to be an alibi for you. On the contrary, you strengthen suspicion. I'm speaking in your own interest when I say this."
"Well?"
" Just a minute.   I'm thinking.   There's another thing.

